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In the competitive, complex and continuously volatile financial
market of india, finding an exact and perfectly correct solution for
investment is like finding a needle from the hay stack.

About Us
In the competitive, complex and continuously volatile financial market of India, finding an exact and
perfectly correct solution for investment is like finding a needle from the hay stack. Can a
householder (individual with or without family) find time and expertise to wade through the
complicated roads of the Indian financial market to create wealth? Yes and No. Yes, provided the
householder finds a right person as an Independent Financial Advisor and no because in absence of
expert advice the costly mistakes are bound to happen eroding capital/savings and loosing lots of
valuable time in learning the process. Such financial (investment) mistakes are not talked about
among friends and relatives but kept under the carpet while claiming successful stories of their
adventure in the stock market or real estate is an ideal ego boosting conversation in social parties
and/or gathering. Does this ring the bell? Then, your search for the Independent Financial Advisor in
Bhavnagar is over. Mr Shirish Shah is certified by the Association of Mutual Fund Industry (AMFI)
with ARN-79409. He is B.Com and in this business since long. He is also having another branch
office at 406-B, Fair Deal House, Swastik Char Rasta, Navranpura, Ahmedabad-380009. In the
business of Financial Advisory, it is a common knowledge that generally client gets the product that
fetches the highest economic benefits to the seller and not to the client. Times have changed. So, as
years go by individual and/or...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/shirish-sh/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Fixed Deposits service

Mutual Funds service

Financial Planning service

Retirement Planning Service
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